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Objections are raised against the theories of the Brussels group because they 
greatly exaggera te  c la ims  for the theory, neglect  other relevant  theories of 
thermodynamics and overemphasize the role of the Poisson distribution. A 

necessary and sufficient condit ion wil l  be given for (not necessary linear) 
s imple  b i r th -and-dea th  processes to have  a Poissonian stationary distribution. 

IIpm3og,~TC~I HeKoTopHe Bo3pa,~Kem~I OTHOCHTe3"II~HO TeopHfl rpynin,i Bploccen~, T.K. OrIH 
CnHtUXOM npeyBenn~raalox Tpe6oBanrt~ K Teoprm, npeHe6peratoT ~pyrnMa ~oRa OTHOCZ- 
ttlHMHCJ~ reopr~Mn TepMo~HHaMHKH H npeyBenntmmamr pozm pacnl0e~enenrt~ rIyaccoHa. 
1-IpHBOZ~ITCa HeO6XO~KMble H HocTaTOtIHble yCnOBH.q (Heo6a3aTenT~o nrmel~mae) npocTbIX 
rlpo~eccoB po~xaerma-H-cMep~, co6rnog~aIOn~rIe cratIHonapHoe pacnpe~eneane Hyaccona. 

INTRODUCTION 

"In his 200 or so publications,  Prigogine has given not only biologists, but also 

astronomers, chemists and meteorologists ,  new tools with which to build a fuller 

understanding of the  processes governing our Universe" / I ,  p. 147/ .  The 1977 Nobel 

Prize for Chemistry was awarded to Ilya Romanovich Prigogine because of his con- 

tribution to the theory of nonequilibrium thermodynamics,  especial ly to the theory 

of dissipative structures. 

Prigogine has summarized in his Nobel l e c t u r e / 2 [  the results that have been 

obtained by him and his coworkers in Brussels and Austin. 
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We do not want to argue here  against the central  points of the t h e o l .  As a 

mat ter  of fact, cr i t ic ism of their  theory is often refused by them / 3 , 4 ,  5, 6/ ,  see also 

Refs. /7,8,9,10~11,12/o 

On the other side, Prigogine comple te ly  neglects  the results of rational thermo- 

dynamics / 1 8 / .  This fact produced a strange situation. 

He w r i t e s / 2 ,  p. 781/: "we introduce in physics and chemistt,] a historical  

e lement ,  which until now seemed to be reserved only for sciences deal ing with 

b io logica l ,  secia l ,  and cultural  phenomena."  However, the existence of hysteresis 

phenomena is wel l -known in different branches of physics. These processes are  ex - 

plained by allowing the change of state not to depend on the instantaneous values 

of the state variabIes only, but aIso on their past values. The ma themat i ca l  tool 

used in this area,  that is, the theory of functional differentia[ equations or stochastic 

processes different from the first order Markov processes is weI1 known in ma themat i ca l  

physics. 

Let us mention (rather unjustly to other research workers) only the name and 

work of such men as Coleman,  Day and Noll (see their monographic series in the 

Archive for the Rational Mechanics and Analysis and their books) starting from the 

early sixties. Our only intention here is to ment ion a special  doubt regarding Pri- 

gogine 's  theories. 

POISSONIAN STATIONARY DISTRIBUTIONS 

Our comment  is related to the role of the Poisson distribution. 

Prigogine writes (1, p. 781) about the reaction 

A -~ x 2X ~ B (1) 

"it c ame  as a great surprise . . .  that the stationary distribution of X ~  is no longer 

given by the Poisson distribution." People dealing with stochastic kinetics are not so 

much surprised when obtaining a non-Poisson stationary distribution even in the case 

of first-order systems since three d e c a d e s / 1 4 / .  
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Furthermore, it is not difficult to provide a great deal of open nonlinear reac-  

tions having a non-Poissonian stationary distribution even of the bir th-and-death 

type specializing the results of e.g.  / 1 6 / ( s e e / 1 5 / a n d / 1 7 / a s  well).  Such reac-  

tions are 

A -~ x kX o B+(k-1)X (2) 

There are other possible questions to be raised on the importance of the Poisson 

distribution (that, by the way, has nothing to do with the laws of large numbers, 

see e.g. / 18 / ,  as Prigogine thinks. About these laws and stochastic kinetics s e e / 1 9 / ) .  

We give a partial answer to the following. Which of the bir th-and-death type 

processes has Poissonian stationary distribution? 

THEOREM: The necessary and sufficient condition for a simple bir th-and-death type 

process to have a Poisson stationary distribution (if it has a non-degenerate stationary 

distribution at all) that it be a linear one, 

Proof: It is well-known /16 /  that a simple bir th-and-death type process of M dimen- 

sion, that is a process where the following transitions occur (with the respective in- 

finitesimal transition probabilities): 

_n ~ n -  e,j +_e k 2 jk~ j (n j )d  t + o ( d t )  (4) 

n ~ n + e .  v .  A t  + 0 ( 4  t)  (5 )  _ _ - j  j 

n -~ n - e j  ~j  c~j(n.)At + o ( d t )  (6) 

( j ,k  = 1 . . . . .  M) 

has a unique stationary distribution if and only if the system 

(j -- 1,2 . . . . .  M) 

(#J +~Y'2'k)k 1 ~J"  ~k 2 k j g k  = ~'J (7) 
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has a unique, finite solution in the ~.s (satisfying a further technical requirement). 
J 

Then the stationary distribution is 

n~ 
p(n) = const. ~ ~.--/[ ~ .(1) . . .  ,k .(n.)] 

J J J J J  
(8) 

(n I . . . . .  riM= 0, 1, . . . )  

Now it can be seen by induction from this explicit formula that it is of the form 

nj 
n(n) = exp - ~S'~'. .~7. /n.!  (9) 

] ] J J 
J 

(Vl . . . . .  YM are positive real numbers) if 'and only if the functions 6j (J = 1 ,2  . . . . .  M) 

are homogeneous linear functions, that is if we have the stochastic model of a com-  

partment system (a special case of the first order reaction!) at hand. 

Acknowledgment. We wish to express our gratitude to Dr. T, L. TOr6k (Central 

Research Institute for Physics) for his critical comments. 
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